Conserved water molecules contribute to the extensive network of interactions at the active site of protein kinase A
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ABSTRACT Protein kinases constitute a large family of regulatory enzymes, each with a distinct specificity to restrict its action to its physiological target(s) only. The catalytic (C) subunit of protein kinase A, regarded as a structural prototype for this family, is composed of a conserved core flanked by two nonconserved segments at the amino and carboxyl termini. Here we summarize evidence to show that (i) the active site consists of an extended network of interactions that weave together both domains of the core as well as both segments that flank the core; (ii) the opening and closing of the active site cleft, including the dynamic and coordinated movement of the carboxyl terminal tail, contributes directly to substrate recognition and catalysis; and (iii) in addition to peptide and ATP, the active site contains six structured water molecules that constitute a conserved structural element of the active site. One of these active-site conserved water molecules is locked into place by its interactions with the nucleotide, the peptide substrate/inhibitor, the small and large domains of the conserved core, and Tyr-330 from the carboxyl-terminal “tail.”

The catalytic (C) subunit of cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA), discovered in 1968 (1), is regarded structurally as a prototype for the protein kinase family (2). These enzymes share a considerable degree of homology not only in the sequence of their common kinase core (residues 40–300 in PKA) (3) but also in the three-dimensional structure of the core (4, 5). This core, shown in Fig. 1, consists of two domains with a spatial juxtaposition of conserved amino acids at the active site cleft. The smaller amino-terminal domain is associated primarily with the binding of ATP (6–8), whereas the larger domain, associated with recognition and binding of peptide substrates (5), and contains most of the residues that contribute directly to phosphoryl transfer. ATP is buried at the base of the cleft, whereas the surface of the large lobe at the outer edge of the cleft provides a stable surface on which the peptide docks. Although the core is conserved in all protein kinases, the segments that flank the core, namely the “head” (residues 1–39 in PKA) and the “tail” (residues 301–350) are not (9). These flanking segments seem to have unique structural and functional assignments in each kinase and can play an important role in determining specificity, state of activation, and cellular localization. In PKA, the “head” accommodates an amino-terminal myristyl moiety followed by an α-helix (residues 10–30). This helix provides a complementary scaffold on which the kinase core is docked. Interactions with the core are mostly hydrophobic with Trp-30 inserted into a deep hydrophobic pocket between the two lobes (10). This A-helix helps to stabilize the enzyme and to position the C-helix in the small domain so that it is properly oriented for catalysis at the cleft interface (11).

In contrast to the “head”, the C-terminal tail wraps as an extended chain around both lobes of the core (Fig. 1). The predicted flexibility of at least a portion of this tail was based on the following solution studies. In its unliganded state the tail was found to be susceptible to proteolysis by a kinase specific membrane protease (KSMP) (12–14), was modified at Cys-343 by sulphhydryl-specific reagents (15–17), and was labeled at 328–335 by a water-soluble carbodiimide (18). In contrast, the enzyme was protected in the presence of ATP and/or when it was part of a holoenzyme complex (15, 16, 18, 19). Additional evidence illustrating the conformational “malleability” of the tail in free C was based on salt-induced sensitivity of the sulphhydryl groups to covalent modification (15, 17, 19). The conformational flexibility of the tail subsequently was confirmed by x-ray crystallography, which revealed a looser, more “open” conformation and a tightly packed “closed” conformation (20, 21). Identification of the specific cleavage site for KSMP also confirms the earlier predictions for conformational flexibility of the tail (22). Flexibility of the tail in free C also is consistent with low angle neutron scattering (23) and with ligand-induced changes observed by circular dichroism (24, 25).

As shown in Fig. 2, the nonconserved tail is comprised of four segments. The first segment (residues 301–315), firmly anchored to the large domain (21), is followed by an extended segment (residues 317–326), which is anchored to the large lobe in the closed conformation but disordered in the open conformation (20, 21). The third and fourth segments (residues 327–335 and 336–350, respectively) embrace the small domain. The acidic cluster surrounding Tyr-330 (residues 327–335) is anchored onto the small lobe in the closed conformation, but is more exposed to solvent in the open conformation consistent with its availability to proteolysis (12–14) and modification (18). The last segment (residues 336–350) forms a hydrophobic knot that is anchored within the small lobe in both conformations. Ser-338, one of two stable
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phosphorylation sites in C, and Cys-343, one of two cysteines in C, both are in this segment.

We recently have shown that the flexibility of the tail may well have functional importance, not only by serving as a gate for the nucleotide (26) but also by contributing to substrate recognition and catalysis (27). The particular importance of Tyr-330 for recognition of substrates and inhibitors is based on three complementary lines of evidence: (i) cleavage and inactivation at this site by KSMP (13, 22); (ii) analysis of the crystal structures of closed vs. open conformations (21); and (iii) single-site mutations of Tyr-330, which showed not only a significant increase in the \( K_m \) for peptide but also an 1,100-fold decrease in catalytic efficacy (\( V_{\text{max}}/K_m \)) (27).

Because of the potential importance of Tyr-330, we undertook a comparative analysis of seven different crystal structures of C, representing closed, open, and intermediate conformations. On the basis of this analysis, we conclude that C contains at its active site, in addition to MgATP and the peptide substrate, a set of conserved water molecules. One of the most prominent of these water molecules in the closed conformation interacts with Tyr-330 whereas the others interact with the MgATP and the conserved residues at the active site. Thus Tyr-330, in spite of its location in the nonconserved carboxyl-terminal tail, is a direct part of the network of interactions that extends outward from the active site cleft and links the active site to distant parts of the molecule.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Structural Data from X-Ray Crystallography.** Seven different crystal structure models of C, summarized in Table 1, were used for the comparison. These models include the closed conformation of the ternary complex containing recombinant \( rC \), Mn\(^{2+}\)ATP, and heat stable protein kinase inhibitor [PKI(5–24)] (I) (7), the binary complex formed between \( rC \) and PKI(5–24) (V) (28); the closed conformation of the ternary complex of \( rC \) with adenosine and PKI(5–24) (III) (29), the open conformation of the binary complex formed between mammalian (m) C and iodinated PKI(5–22) (VII) (6, 20, 21), and the closed conformation of mC with AMP-PNP and PKI(5–24) (VI) (8). Structures I, II, IV, V, VI, and VII were crystallized under identical conditions although VI was crystallized independently in a different laboratory. Structure III was crystallized under different conditions (29).

Differences in the method of refinement results in differences in the distribution of B-factors. The five structures showing a closed conformation are directly comparable in this

**Table 1. Crystal structures used for comparison**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Resolution O/C</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>( rC:ATP:PKI(5–24) )</td>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>2.2 Å</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>( rC:ADP:PKS(5–24AS) )</td>
<td>(30)</td>
<td>2.25 Å</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>( rC:adenosine:PKI(5–24) )</td>
<td>(29)</td>
<td>2.2 Å</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>( rC:PKS(5–24AS)-(P) )</td>
<td>(30)</td>
<td>2.2 Å</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>( rC:PK(5–24) )</td>
<td>(28)</td>
<td>2.0 Å</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>( mC:AMP-PNP:PKI(5–24) )</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>2.0 Å</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>( mC:PKI(5–22)* )</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>2.9 Å</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Closed and open conformations are designated as C and O. The colors codes are used for Figs. 4 and 7. PKS, protein kinase substrate. *This peptide was iodinated on Tyr-11.
respect. Initial refinements were carried out by using the X-PLOR program. Final refinement was carried out by using TNT with unrestrained B-factors. The open binary complex used for these analyses was refined by using TNT and FRODO (20). In the final refinement, regions of the molecule that could not be located with confidence were omitted from the model and the refinement parameters restricted B-factors to $16 \text{ Å}^2$.

Structures were superimposed by using backbone atoms of five residues, 144, 168, 208, 244, and 280 in the large lobe. The conserved water molecules identified here were within a distance of $<1.5 \text{ Å}$.

RESULTS

Open and Closed Conformations of the Subunit: Criteria for Classification. In the crystalline state, at least two distinct conformational states of C (denoted “open” and “closed”), have been observed (20, 21). They differ in the relative orientations of the small lobe and large lobe, in the extent of opening of the ATP binding cleft between the two lobes, and in the positioning of the carboxyl-terminal tail (20, 26, 27). This conformational change is best characterized by three quantitative molecular parameters:

(i) A regression of the glycine-rich loop, which in the open conformation moves away from the larger lobe (Fig. 3). In the fully closed conformations this loop forms an amide bond between the backbone amide of Ser-53 at the tip of the loop and the $\gamma$-phosphate of ATP (8).

(ii) A regression of His-87 in the small lobe (located at the beginning of the C-helix), away from phospho-Thr-197, (the essential phosphorylation site in the activation loop of the large lobe), by about 3 Å. This regression weakens a key electrostatic/hydrogen bonding interaction between the two lobes.

(iii) A regression of Tyr-330, within the cluster of acidic amino acids ($^{128}\text{DDYEEE}^{134}$) in the carboxyl-terminal “tail,” which in the open conformation moves approximately 7 Å away from a key highly conserved biorecognition element of the peptide substrate, the p-3 Arg (27).

Structural Malleability of the Various Structures of C as Reflected by their Temperature ($B$) Factors. To gain additional insight into the functional role(s) of this conformational change, we carried out a comparative analysis of the structures of C solved so far in our own and other laboratories (4, 5, 7, 8, 20, 21, 28–30). Our conclusions were further validated with one additional structure, which was completed while this
analysis was being carried out, an adenosine:PKI(5–24) ternary complex with rC (29). Because these structures all represent fully phosphorylated, active forms of C, the observed conformational differences likely represent physiologically important changes that are associated with catalysis.

Although the closed conformation obtained with ATP and PKI(5–24), can be described as a compact, tight structure, the more open conformation obtained with iodinated PKI(5–22) reflects a more malleable (loose) structure both in solution and in the crystalline state. The crystallographic temperature factors can be taken as an indicator of such malleability. In solution there very likely are several open structures loosened to a different extent. The B-factors for the glycine-rich loop and the C-terminal “tail” are indicated in Fig. 4.

As a first step, we examined the quality of the crystallographic data. Four of the structures were solved to a resolution greater than 2.3 Å and were refined by using similar methods. Thus, the data was directly comparable. Because the mammalian binary complex (20, 21) was solved to a resolution of only 2.9 Å, and different procedures were used to refine the coordinates, it was not included in this comparison.

The glycine-rich loop that serves to position the phosphates of ATP shows a wide range of temperature factors and its orientation also varies considerably in the different structures (29). Three conserved loops actually converge at the active site cleft: (i) the glycine-rich loop, (ii) the catalytic loop, and (iii) the Mg positioning loop. Only the glycine-rich loop is mobile (26). The tip of the loop is stable only in the ATP and PKI(5–24) ternary complex.

In the open conformation, the positioning of the glycine-rich loop and the carboxyl-terminal tail result in a considerable ease of access to the active site cleft. The side chain of Tyr-330 is on the surface of the protein and lies across the ATP binding pocket in the closed conformation, forming a sort of a “lid” for this pocket. However, in the open conformation Tyr-330 swings away with the side chain hydroxyl moiety becoming solvent exposed. In all the structures examined, this Tyr-330 side chain is well ordered, as reflected by its low temperature factors.

**Functional Groups in C Found in the Vicinity of its Substrate and Inhibitor Recognition Elements.** Initially, the specific importance of Tyr-330 was based on the sensitivity of this region to cleavage by KSMP, which resulted in loss of activity (14), and characterization of the specific KSMP cleavage site (22) confirmed the prediction. Subsequent crystal structures confirmed the proximity of Tyr-330 to the active site. It was, however, the kinetic consequences of replacing Tyr-330 (27) that suggested that the role of this residue may not be merely to provide a biorecognition site for the peptide substrate by forming a hydrogen bond with the p-3 Arg in the substrate peptide. In addition, Tyr-330 appeared to be contributing to catalysis. We presumed that this catalysis also could involve other structural elements such as resident water molecules at this site, through which this Tyr residue might interact with additional groups participating in substrate binding and/or catalysis. We, thus, searched for conserved water molecules that interacted specifically with ATP, peptide, and conserved amino acids at the active site cleft.

Fig. 5 highlights some of the functional groups in C that contribute to recognition of substrate and inhibitor peptides. The consensus site is defined as the P-3 through P+1 residues, and its direct interactions with the protein are extensive. In the ternary complex with ATP and PKI(5–24), Tyr-330 approaches the N-atom of the P-3 Arg residue to a distance of 3 Å. The same N-atom is 2.9 Å from the 2' hydroxyl of the ribose in ATP. When we examined the immediate surroundings of Tyr-330, we found that there is also a water molecule in this locus that is conserved in most of the solved structures of PKA. We therefore carried out a comparative analysis of the water molecules at the active site of PKA.

**Analysis of Water Molecules at the Active Site.** Because the placing of water molecules in a crystal structure is dependent on the resolution of the structure and is at the discretion of the crystallographer, the number of water molecules that are built in the structure may vary from one structure to another. In this analysis the structure that has the fewest water molecules (115) built in was the PKS(P) binary complex, compared with 167 for the ADP/PKS ternary complex, 289 for the ATP/PKI ternary complex.
complex, and 534 for the PKI binary complex. On the basis of our survey, we defined two classes of water molecules at the active site: (i) active-site conserved waters (ASCWs), which are associated directly with substrates/inhibitors, or with conserved active site residues in the ATP/PKI(5–24) ternary complex and are assumed to be those water molecules that are part of the active complex that participates in catalysis, and (ii) ligand-specific conserved waters (LSCWs), which are found only with incomplete complexes such as the adenosine plus peptide complex or with binary complexes. These LSCWs are displaced when substrates bind.

**ASCWs.** Six conserved water molecules were found in the vicinity of ATP in the ternary complex containing ATP and PKI(5–24) (Fig. 6). The exact positioning of these ASCWs differs slightly when this ternary complex was compared with the other structures. However, when the various structures were superimposed (Fig. 7 and Table 2), these ASCWs were less than 1.5 Å apart. Two of these water molecules make specific hydrogen bonds with the conserved residues Lys-72 and Glu-91. ASCW-a interacts with Glu-91 in every structure except the PKI(5–24) binary complex (V) where it forms a hydrogen bond with Lys-72. ASCW-b forms a hydrogen bond with Glu-91 in every structure except the phosphopeptide-ADP complex (IV). A third ASCW-c is deeply buried in the cleft interface and interacts with the carbonyl backbone of Asp-184.

Two water molecules were associated with the metal binding sites. ASCW-d is close to the α and γ phosphates and comes in close contact with the second metal ion. ASCW-d, however, also is present in every structure and is not dependent on the presence of the metal ion. A fifth ASCW molecule (ASCW-e) is in the vicinity of the primary metal ion locus (Fig. 6 and Table 2). In structures II and IV, which contain Mn and ATP and Mn and AMP-PNP, respectively, there is an additional water molecule. These waters are designated e1 and e2. The water structure in this region very likely is influenced by the presence of the metal ions. Both metal ions are hexa coordinated. The primary metal accepts two liganding oxygens from the side chain of Asp-184, one from the side chain of Glu-193, and one from the carbonyl oxygen of Leu-49 in the functionally important secondary coordination sphere. The secondary metal also has six ligands: one from the side chain of Asp-184, one from the side chain of Tyr-330, the side chain of Glu-127, and the −OH of the ribose ring of ATP (Figs. 6 and 8). The importance of the ribose −OH group in the binding of ATP to C originally was observed in a study mapping the ATP binding site of this kinase (31). This study showed that on replacing the −OH by H, the Ki for ATP increased from 9 to 38 μM (>4-fold). However replacement of the −OH by H decreased the Ki from 9 to 1.5 μM (6-fold). In other words, if we compare the relative affinity of two ATP analogs from which the hydrogen bond-forming oxygen in the ribose moiety has been removed, then the 2′H analog is ~25-fold less efficient as a competitive inhibitor of ATP for C than the 3′H analog (31). Interestingly, the opposite is true when the high-affinity ATP binding to the type I holoenzyme was compared for these two analogs. In this case, the 2′OH binds more tightly than the 3′OH analog. The importance of this ASCW denoted (f) was further confirmed by the finding of a water molecule in the same location in a recently solved new crystal structure where C is complexed with a natural product inhibitor, balanol (N. Narayana, personal communication).

In addition to these five ASCWs, which interact with ATP and/or with conserved residues at the active site cleft, a sixth conserved water molecule was found. This ASCW-f molecule is at a hydrogen bond-forming distance from the hydroxyl of Tyr-330, the side chain of Glu-127, and the 2′OH of the ribose ring of ATP (Figs. 6 and 8). The importance of the ribose 2′OH group in the binding of ATP to C originally was observed in a study mapping the ATP binding site of this kinase (31). This study showed that on replacing the 2′OH by H, the Ki for ATP increased from 9 to 38 μM (>4-fold). However replacement of the 3′OH by H decreased the Ki from 9 to 1.5 μM (6-fold). In other words, if we compare the relative affinity of two ATP analogs from which the hydrogen bond-forming oxygen in the ribose moiety has been removed, then the 2′H analog is ~25-fold less efficient as a competitive inhibitor of ATP for C than the 3′H analog (31). Interestingly, the opposite is true when the high-affinity ATP binding to the type I holoenzyme was compared for these two analogs. In this case, the 2′OH binds more tightly than the 3′OH analog. The importance of this ASCW denoted (f) was further confirmed by the finding of a water molecule in the same location in a recently solved new crystal structure where C is complexed with a natural product inhibitor, balanol (N. Narayana, personal communication).

As seen in Fig. 8, this conserved water molecule is at a key position in the molecule, from which it can bridge and coordinate a variety of interactions involving: (i) ATP (through the 2′OH of the ribose); (ii) the small lobe of the enzyme (through the carbonyl oxygen of Leu-49 in the functionally important glycine-rich loop); (iii) the large lobe of the enzyme (through the carboxylate of Glu-127); (iv) the C-terminal “tail” region defined by the triad comprised of the metal and the two liganding waters. The second metal also has six ligands; one from the side chain of Asp-184, one from the side chain of Asp-171, three from the phosphate and the coordination is completed by a water molecule. In this case, a water molecule sits close to the site of the liganding water in all the structures, irrespective of the presence of the nucleotide. With the exception of the binary complex containing C and the phosphorylated substrate analog of PKI(5–24), these ASCWs were seen in all of the structures.
(through the phenolic hydroxyl of Tyr-330); and finally (v) the peptide inhibitor PKI (through the guanidino group of the Arg residue at the p-3 position of the inhibitor). This locus is thus a center for a network of interactions. Although the water molecule does not seem to mediate all of them, direct interactions (e.g., electrostatic or hydrogen bonding) are possible between the participants in this network.

LSWMs. ATP can be described as consisting of three parts: the adenine ring, the ribose ring, and the triphosphate moiety (29). ASCW molecules were found to be associated with each of these subsites. However, the presence of some of these water molecules depends on the presence the ligands or, more specifically, on a particular functional group of the ligand.

In both the binary complexes of C, which have a peptide ligand but no nucleotide, water molecules replace the two groups of the adenine ring, which, when a nucleotide is present, interact specifically with the protein. One of these water molecules (h) resides at the locus occupied by the N6 nitrogen of the adenine ring, which normally forms a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl of Glu-121 (Table 3). The other water molecule (g) resides at the locus occupied by the N1 nitrogen of the adenine ring, which normally forms a hydrogen bond with the imido group of Val-123. These two water molecules thus may be regarded as conserved in the structures that do not contain the adenine ring. They are present at these loci both in the binary C:PKI complex and in the C:PKS(P) complex, and can make equivalent hydrogen bonds. It is interesting to note that most of the synthetic or natural product kinase inhibitors that have been characterized structurally bind to the active site cleft so that a portion of the inhibitor fills this adenine binding pocket and forms these two hydrogen bonds to the backbone of the linker strand that joins the two lobes (32).

Additional LSCW molecules were found in the C:PKI binary complex. One such water molecule (i) was found in the locus otherwise occupied by the 2′OH of the ribose. In the binary complex with PKS(P), two water molecules were found in the place of the ribose, one at the position of the 2′OH (i) and the other (j) at the position of the 3′OH of the ribose. Again, it is possible that the absence of this water molecule (j) from the PKI binary complex is simply because of its omission in solving the crystal structure. However, because this is the structure with the greatest number of water molecules built in, the absence of this second water molecule may indicate that it is not a tightly bound LSCW molecule. The water molecules vicinal to the triphosphate chain have several features of interest. First, in the binary complex rC:PKI there are two LSCW molecules, which lie in the locus accommodating the β and γ phosphates. In the binary complex C:PKS(P) these water molecules are not present. However, the phosphate of the phosphorylated Ser of the peptide occupies a position very close to that which otherwise would be occupied by the γ-phosphate of ATP. In the tertiary complex of C with ADP and PKS there is a water molecule replacing the γ-phosphate.

**DISCUSSION**

The role of water molecules in proteins, and especially their possible involvement in bioligand recognition and in the catalytic function of enzymes, has been debated for many years (33). Completely buried water molecules were found at conserved sites in structurally homologous proteins, suggesting that they have a distinct role. In some cases such water molecules were found to be associated with functional groups at the active site (34), in other cases they were suggested to act as a “proton wire” during catalysis (35), or to be present at the interface of protein folding domains and involved in inter-domain motions (36). Conserved water molecules were studied recently in several enzymes, e.g., in serine proteinases (37), in ribonuclease T1 (38) and A (39), and in triose phosphate isomerase (40).

Our interest in identifying conserved water molecules at the active site of the C subunit of PKA, stemmed from our systematic mapping of the interactions between the carboxyl-terminal tail of the catalytic subunit of PKA, and the active site
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of the enzyme. While comparing these interactions in the various solved structures of this enzyme (with and without substrates or their analogs), we noticed the persistent residence of water molecules at the active site and decided to define their positions and assess their possible role in the enzyme function. The resulting analysis of these structures leads us to conclude that (i) the open and closed conformations are functionally important for catalysis; (ii) that there is an extended network of interactions at the active site that links together not only the two domains but also the amino and carboxyl terminal segments that flank the core; (iii) that the carboxyl terminal tail, in particular, converges in a dynamic way to recognize and bind substrates, to facilitate a rapid transfer of the phosphate from ATP to the substrate protein, and then to release the products; (iv) that there are six structured water molecules that, like the peptide and ATP, constitute a conserved structural element of the active site. Five of these ASCWs coordinate MgATP to conserved residues in the core protein whereas the sixth water molecule (f) is locked into place by its interactions with the nucleotide, the peptide substrate/inhibitor, and the small and large domains of the conserved core and Tyr-330 in the C-terminal “tail.” ASCWs a, b, and c interact directly with one of the conserved residues at the active site cleft. ASCW-b, the most buried, is associated primarily with Glu-91. ASCW-c, also buried, hydrogen bonds to the carbonyl backbone of Asp-184. ASCW-a hydrogen bonds to the side chain of Glu-91. ASCWs a-c reside in the active site both in the presence and absence of substrates. ASCW-d and e interact with Mg ATP and are present in the active site whether or not it is occupied by substrates. ASCW-d interacts with the inhibitory metal ion that bridges the α and γ phosphates of ATP. Whereas ASCW-e interacts with the activating metal ion and to the ATP γ phosphate, ASCW-f resides in the active site cleft only in the closed conformation.

The extended network that links these distal regions of the molecule is shown in Fig. 9. Several lines of kinetic evidence confirm the functional importance of this extended network for transfer of the phosphate from ATP to the peptide. Initially, kinetic evidence using rapid quench analysis, demonstrated that the relatively slow $k_{\text{cat}}$ (20 s$^{-1}$) did not represent the true phosphoryltransfer step, $k_p$, which is 23-fold faster (41, 42). Stopped-flow kinetics using a fluorescent tagged C subunit confirmed this finding and also indicated that the slow step correlates not only with ADP release but also with the conformational changes that allow for release of the nucleotide (43). The distinct conformational flexibility of the C subunit originally observed in solution (17) is thus an integral part of its catalytic mechanism. In addition to these kinetic studies, several site-specific mutations demonstrate that distal residues can indeed effect catalysis. At one end of the extended network is Tyr-330 in the C-terminal “tail.” Mutation of Tyr-330 effects not only peptide binding as demonstrated by a decrease in $K_m$ but also phosphoryltransfer as indicated by a significant reduction in $k_{\text{cat}}$ (27). A similar long-range effect on $k_3$ as well as $K_m$ also was seen when Glu-230 was replaced with Gln. At the other end of this extended network is Thr-197. Phosphorylation of this Thr is essential for the correct and stable conformation of the activation loop that is required to support optimal catalysis (44). This phosphate coordinates with the activation loop (Asp-164–Asn-171) via Arg-165, with the Mg positioning loop (Asp-164–Phe-187) via Arg-165 and the backbone carbonyl of Phe-187, with β-strand 9 via Lys-189 and in the closed conformation with the C-helix in the small lobe via His-87. In addition, it coordinates indirectly with the nonconserved A-helix at the N terminus via a bridge between Lys-189, Arg-193, and Trp-30. Replacing Thr-197 with Ala leads not only to a 60-fold increase in the $K_m$ for ATP but also to a 200-fold decrease in $k_3$.

Although the C subunit is one of the simplest and best understood members of the protein kinase family, it represents only one example of how the conserved core is regulated in part by the nonconserved segments that flank it, as well as by other regulatory molecules. Other kinases use different, but equally sophisticated mechanisms for regulating the core. The two recently solved structures of src and hck provide a strikingly different example of how nonconserved regions that flank the core can contribute to kinase function (45, 46). In these two proteins, the core is preceded by an SH3 domain and an SH2 domain. The short carboxyl-terminus contains an inhibitory phosphate (Tyr-526) whereas the linker strand that joins the SH2 domain to the kinase core is a proline-containing segment. In the absence of the activating phosphorylation, the kinase core of hck and src is maintained in an inactive state by the flanking domains. (P)Tyr-526 near the carboxyl-terminus specifically binds to its own SH2 domain whereas the proline-rich segment that links the SH2 domain to the kinase core

Table 3. LSCWs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSCW</th>
<th>Nearest neighbors</th>
<th>Atom</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>B-factor</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Val-123</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>Replaces adenine N1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Glu-121</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>Replaces adenine N6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>Glu-127</td>
<td>OE2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>Replaces ribose 2’OH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>Thr-51</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>Replaces ribose 5’OH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>Lys-168</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>Replaces ATP (γ) P or Ser-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>ASCWα</td>
<td>OH2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>Replaces ATP (β) P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distances and temperature factors are taken from the C:PKI(5–24) binary complex except for j, which is taken from the C:PKS(5–24AS)-(P) binary complex. Filled and empty circles indicate the presence or absence, respectively, of the water molecule in each structure.

**Fig. 9.** Extended network of interactions at the active site cleft. Binding of the consensus site peptide and ATP to the active site cleft creates a contiguous network of interactions that extend well beyond the direct site of phosphoryl transfer. The two arrows indicate regions that are influenced by nonconserved parts of the molecule. The left arrow highlights the position of Tyr-330 in the “tail.” The right arrow indicates the region that is influenced by the A-helix at the amino terminus. The γ-phosphate of ATP is yellow, the inhibitor peptide, PKI(18–22), is red, and the activation segment from Asp-184 in the DFG loop to Glu-208 is gray with β-strand 9 and the activation loop (residues 165–171) highlighted in white.
binds to its own SH3 domain. In this tethered state the core is locked into an inactive conformation. The activation loop is disordered, the C-helix in the small domain is twisted, and conformational flexibility is restricted. In free cdk2, a very small protein kinase, the C-helix and the activation loop are disordered, and the enzyme is not active (47). Binding to cyclin, a necessary event for activation, positions the C-helix for catalysis and orders the activation loop so that it is poised for phosphorylation by a heterologous kinase (48). In the case of mitogen-activated protein kinase, the C-terminal “tail” wraps around the surface of the core that in PKA is masked by the A-helix when the enzyme is dephosphorylated. Phosphorylation of the activation loop at Thr-183 and Tyr-185 causes the carboxyl-terminus to be ordered differently (49). It is now clear that the core-flanking segments in the various kinases can have an important influence on specificity, localization, stabilization, and regulation. As more structures are solved of protein kinases in both their active and inhibited states, we shall be able to appreciate better the molecular basis for these effects. The active site conserved water molecules described here for PKA, or their equivalents, also may turn out to be important structural and functional components of the active site of protein kinases in general.
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